
HAVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL BAYERN 

Konig Ludwig II 

Habits 

1. Ludwig is described as an eccentric bachelor, who lived in an unreal world. 
2. Ludwig had a tendency to isolate himself and was alone most of the time. 
3. Ludwig was so troubled that he couldn't sleep at night. 

Personal habits 

1. Ludwig celebrated his name day and his birthday at King's House on Schachen 
Mountain. 

2. Ludwig spent some nights working, but also riding and roaming through the 
countryside or riding in a gold sleigh through the mountains. 

3. Ludwig went on sleigh rides at night, sometimes dressed in a historic costume. 

4. Ludwig slept all day and stayed up all night. 
• He would get up in the evening for breakfast. 
• He would have his main meal or delicacies like stuffed-peacock, about 

two o'clock in the morning. 
• Then he would eat a light supper at dawn before going to bed. 

5. Ludwig ate meals alone in his dining room. {the table was lowered to the kitchen 
by a pulley, table was loaded with food, ~nd the table was sent back up to him 
{an illustration of the "Magic Table" fairy tale, "Tischlein deck dich!"). 

Here is an example of the personal cleanliness of the nobility: 

1. Ludwig never bathed and used a lot of powder. 
2. After 6 weeks, there would be quite an odor. 
3. Ludwig just moved to another castle. 

Personal examples of his lifestyle habits 

1. Ludwig became an eccentric bachelor, as a result of the events around him. 

2. Ludwig would fantasize while walking in the woods, just so he could escape from 
his problems with the real world and Prussia. 

3. Ludwig would stay up late at night reading and day dreaming, while sleeping during 
the day. 

4. As a result of Ludwig's daily routine of eating and sleeping at odd times, he 
received few guests at his extravagant hideaways. 


